. In this paper we extend this construction to codes on algebraic curves. We give a general construction of LRC codes on curves and compute some examples, including asymptotically good families of codes derived from the Garcia Stichtenoth towers. The local recovery procedure is performed by polynomial interpolation over r coordinates of the codevector.
I. INTRODUCTION: LRC CODES
The notion of LRC codes is motivated by applications of coding to increasing reliability and efficiency of distributed storage systems. Following [3] , we say that a code C c lF� has locality r if every symbol of the codeword x = (X l , ... , Xn) E C can be recovered from a subset of r other symbols of X (i.e., is a function of some other r symbols Xii' Xi2' ... , Xi r ). In other words, this means that for every i E [n] there exists a subset of coordinates fi C [n]\i, Ifi I :::; r such that the value of Xi is be found from the restriction of C to the coordinates in fi. The subset fi is called a recovering set for the ith coordinate of the codeword.
The formal definition is as follows. Given a E IF q consider the sets of codewords C(i,a)= {x E C: Xi =a}, iE [n] .
The code C is said to have all-symbol locality r if for every i E [n] there exists a subset fi C [n]\i,lfil :::; r such that the restrictions of the sets C (i, a) to the coordinates in fi for different a are disjoint: C I, (i,a) nCI;(i,a') = 0 , a # a'.
(1)
We use the notation (n, k, r) to refer to the parameters of the code, where k = logq ICI.
This definition can be extended to codes with multiple recovering sets; see, e.g., [5] , [8] . For instance, suppose that for every symbol i E [n] condition (1) holds true for the subset 1;, Ifi I = r l as well as for some other subset Ji C [n], IJil = r2. In this case we say that every symbol has two recovering sets, and use the notation (n, k, {r I , r2}) for the code parameters. In the literature it is also often assumed that fi n Ji = 0 , i E [n], and we include this in the definition of LRC codes with two recovering sets (LRC(2) codes) used in this paper.
Let C be an (n, k, r) LRC code of cardinality q k . The minimum distance of C is known to satisfy [3] , [4] d :::; n -kr n
The bound (2) is an extension of the classical Singleton bound of coding theory, which is attained by the well-known family of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. RS-like codes with the LRC property whose parameters meet the bound (2) were recently constructed in [9] . Unlike some other known constructions, e.g., [7] , [11] , the codes [9] are constructed over finite fields of cardinality comparable to the code length n. The cyclic case of the construction in [9] is studied in the recent paper [lO] .
Classical RS codes can be viewed as a special case of the general construction of geometric Goppa codes; in particular, good codes are obtained from families of curves with many rational points [12] . Motivated by this approach, in this paper we take a similar view of the construction of the evaluation codes of [9] . Interpreting these codes as codes on algebraic curves, we present a general construction of algebraic geomet ric LRC codes and compute the parameters of codes for some particular choices of curves. Similarly to [9] , local recovery can be performed by interpolating a univariate polynomial over r coordinates of the codeword. The RS-like codes in [9] can be extended to multiple recovering sets, and here we point out one such extension in the case of Hermitian codes.
11. THE CONSTRUCTION OF [9] Let us briefly recall the construction of [9] . Our aim is to construct an LRC code over IF q with the parameters (n, k, r) , where n :::; q. We additionally assume that (r + l) ln and rlk, although both the constraints can be lifted by adjustments to the construction presented below [9] . Let g(x) E lFq[ x] be a polynomial of degree r + 1 such that there exists a partition A= {A l , ... ,k_-,,,---} of a set of points A= {P1, ... ,Pn} C r+1 IF q into subsets of size r + 1 such that g is constant on each set Ai EA . Consider a k-dimensional linear subspace V C lFq[ x] generated by the set of polynomials . . k (g(x) Jx', i=O, ... ,r-l;j =O, ... ,--l) . Now define the code C as the image of the linear evaluation map
As shown in [9] , C is an (n, k, r) LRC code whose minimum distance d meets the bound (2) with equality.
To construct examples of codes using this approach we need to find polynomials and partitions of points of the field that satisfy the above assumptions. As shown in [9] , one can take g(x) = IT EH (x -fJ), where H is a subgroup of the additive or the muftiplicative group of IF q (see also the example in the next section). In this case r = IHI-I, and the corresponding set of points A can be taken to be any collection of the cosets of the subgroup H in the full group of points. In this way we can construct codes of length n = m(r + I) , where m ;::: 1 is an integer that does not exceed (q -1) /IHI = (q -1) / (r + 1) or q/IHI= q/(r + 1) depending on the choice of the group.
Ill. ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRIC LRC CODES As above, let us fix a finite field k = IF q, q = p a of characteristic p. To motivate our construction, consider the following example.
Example 1: Let H be a cyclic subgroup of lFi3 generated by 3 and let g(x) = x3. Let r = 2,n = 9,k = 4, and choose A = {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, lO, 12}. We obtain A = {A I , A2.A 3 },
The set of polynomials (3) has the form (l,x,x3,x4) . In this case Construction (5) yields a (9,4,2) LRC code with distance
. This construction can be given the following geometric interpretation: the polynomial 9 defines a mapping 9 : pI ---+ pI of degree r + 1 = 3 such that the preimage of every point in g(A) consists of "rational" points (i.e., lFq-points). This suggests a generalization of the construction to algebraic curves which we proceed to describe (note Example 2 on the following page that may make it easier to understand the general case).
Let X and Y be smooth projective absolutely irreducible curves over k Let 9 : X ---+ Y be a rational separable map of curves of degree r + 1. As usual, denote by k(X) (k(Y) the field of rational functions on X (resp., Y). Let g* :
, and we identify k(Y) with its image g*(k(Y) ) c k(X).
Since 9 is separable, the primitive element theorem implies that there exists a function x E k(X) such that k(X) k(Y) (x), and that satisfies the equation
The function x can be considered as a map
x: X ---+ pt, and we denote its degree deg(x) by h.
The codes that we construct belong to the class of evaluation codes. Let 5 = {P I ,"" Ps} c Y(k) be a subset of lFqrational points of Y and let Qoo be a positive divisor of degree {; ;::: 1 whose support is disjoint from 5. For instance, one can assume that Q 00 = 1l'-1 (00) for a projection 1l' : Y ---+ Pt. To construct our codes we introduce the following set of fundamental assumptions with respect to 5 and g:
A := g-1 (5) = {Pi j , i = 0, " . , r, j = I, " . , 8 } � X(k); (7) g(Pi j ) = P j for all i,j; bi E L(niQ oo ) , i = 0, 1, ... , r, for some natural numbers n i. (note an analogy with (3». Since Qoo is disjoint from 5, the evaluation map
is well-defined. The image of this mapping is a linear sub space of lF� 1'+l ) s (i.e., a code), which we denote by C( D,g) . The code coordinates are naturally partitioned into 8 subsets A j = {Pi j ,i = 0, ... ,r},j = 1, ... ,8 of size r+ 1 each; see (7) . Assume throughout that, for any fixed j, x takes different values at the points in the set (Pi j , i = 0, ... , r) . provided that the right-hand side of the inequality for d a positive integer. Local recovery of an erased symbol Ci j = F(Pi j ) can be performed by polynomial interpolation through the points of the recovering set A j .
Proof The first relation in (10) follows by construction. The inequality for the distance is also immediate: the function f j x i , f j E L(D), evaluated on A, can have at most U(r + 1) + (r -1) deg(x) zeros. Since we assume that d ;::: I, the mapping eVT is injective, which implies the claim about the dimension of the code. Finally, the functions J; are constant on the fibers (Pi j , i = 0, ... , r -1) ; therefore on each subset A j the codeword is obtained as an evaluation of the polynomial of the variable x of degree p :::; r -1. This representation accounts for the fact that coordinate Cp, P E A j of the codeword can be found by interpolating a polynomial of degree at most rl through the remaining points of Aj.
• IV. SOME CODE FAMILIES Let us give some examples of code families arising from our construction.
A. LRC codes from Hermitian curves
Let q = q6 , where qo is a prime power, let lk = IF q' and let X := H be the Hermitian curve, i.e., a plane smooth curve of genus go = qo (qo -1) /2 with the affine equation
The curve X has q� + 1 = qy'q + 1 rational points of which one is the infinite point and the remaining q� are located in the affine plane. There are two slightly different ways of constructing Hermitian LRC codes.
1) Projection on y: Here we construct q-ary (n, k, r = qo-1) LRC codes. Take Y = p l (lk) and take g to be the natural projection defined by g(x, y) := y, then the degree of g is qo = r + 1 and the degree of x is h = qo + 1. We can write X (IF q) = g-I (IF q) U Q� where Q� E X is the unique point over 00 E Y.
Turning to the code construction, take S = lk C p I , Q 00 = 00 , £ = 1, and D = tQ� for some t :::: 1. We have
Following the general construction of the previous section, we obtain the following result. 
06
• 05 The columns of the array in Fig. 1 correspond to the fibers of the mapping g C y) = y, and for every a E Y(lFg)\Qoo there are 3 points ( . , a) E X lying above it. These triples form the recovering sets A I , ... , Ag, similarly to (6). The map x : X -+ p I has degree h = 4. Choosing D in the form D = tQ� and taking S = lFg (all the affine points of Y), we obtain an LRC code C (D, g) with the parameters n = 27, k = 2(t + 1), r = 2 d:::: 27 -3t -4 = 23 -3t.
For instance, take t = 2. The basis of functions (8) 
For codes that meet the bound (2) we would have d + k(r + 1)/r = n+2 , so the Singleton gap of the Hermitian LRC codes is at most q-2y'q = qo (qo -2). Of course, these codes cannot be Singleton-optimal because their length is much greater than the alphabet size, but the gap in this case is still rather small.
For instance in Example 2 we have d+k(r+1)/r :::: 23-3t+ 3(t + 1) = 26 while for codes meeting the Singleton bound we would have d + k(r + l)/r = 29.
2) Projection on x: Again take Y = p I and let g'(x, y) := x be the second natural projection on pI. There are qo points on pI that are fully ramified (they have only one point of X above them), namely the points in the set M = {a E lFq : a q O + a = O} (14) (e.g., in For instance, in Example 2, taking t 2, we ob tain a code of dimension 9 from the basis of functions {1 2 2 2 2 2 2 } ,y, Y ,x, xy, xy ,x ,x y, x y .
Performing a calculation similar to (13) we obtain the quantity one less than for the first family: k d + -(r + 1) = n -q + 2y'q + 1. r Remark 4.1: Hermitian LRC codes are in a certain sense optimal for our construction. Note that most known curves with the optimal quotient (number of rational points)/(genus) have the property that for any projection 9 : X --+ pI the point 00 E pI is totally ramified (see e.g., the next section). In this case the quantity h satisfies h :::: n/ q. At the same time, for Hermitian curves, h = n/q (or (n/q) + 1). Recall also that Hermitian curves are absolutely maximal, i.e. attain the equality in Weil's inequality, and moreover, their genus is maximal for maximal curves.
3) Two recovering sets: The existence of two projections 9 and g' with mutually transversal fibers suggests that Her mitian LRC codes could be modified, leading to a family of LRC (2) codes with two recovering sets of size r 1 = qo -1 and r 2 = qo, respectively. Indeed, let (14), and consider the following polynomial space of dimension (qO -l)qo : Proof X is a plane curve of degree qo + 1, so the Bezout theorem implies that any polynomial of degree S; 2qo -3 has no more than (qo + 1)(2qo -3) zeros on X; hence (15).
• For instance, puncturing the code of Example 2 on the coor dinates in M, we obtain an LRC(2) code with the parameters (24,6, {2, 3}) and distance d:::: 12.
B. Codes from Garcia-Stichtenoth curves
Let q = q'5 be a square and let l :::: 2 be an integer. Define the curve Xl and the functions Xl, zl inductively as follows:
X . qo -qo + 1 .
where lk = IF q . In particular, X 2 = H is the Hermitian curve.
The resulting family of curves is known to be asymptotically maximal [1], [12, p.I77], and gives rise to codes with good parameters in the standard error correction problem. Since this family generalizes Hermitian curves, we can expect that it gives rise to two families of codes that extend the constructions of Sect. IV-A. This is indeed the case, as shown below.
1) : To use the general construction that leads to Theorem 3.1 we take the map gl : Xl --+ Xl -1 to be the natural projection of degree qo = r + 1. We note that
To describe rational points of the curve Xl let 1/Jl : Xl --+ pI be the natural projection of degree q� -I, i.e., the map 1/Jl gl 0 gl -1 0· ··0 g 2 . Then all the points in the preimage PI := 1/J1 1 (lF�) are IF q-rational, and there are nl = q� -1 (q'5 -1) such points. The genus of the curve Xl can be bounded above as
(the exact value of Cl is known [1], but this estimate suffices: in particular, it implies that the curves Xl, l --+ 00 are asymptotically maximal). We obtain the following result. The function X in the general construction in this case is X = Zl. To estimate the distance of the code C (D, g) using (10) we need to find the degree h = deg(zl). Toward this end, observe that Zl = X 1 Xl -1 , so
Let (Xl)g) be the divisor of zeros of Xl on Xl. Recall from [1], Lemma 2.9 that (Xl)� l ) = q� -IQl ' where Ql is the unique common zero of X l , Z 2 , ... , Zl. Therefore, deg(xl)g) = q� -1 and deg(xl_ l )g -l ) = q� -2 . Since the map Xl --+ Xl -1 is of degree qo, we obtain deg(xl -l )g) = qo deg(xl_ l )g -l ) = q� -I. Note that g� is the projection g' : X 2 --+ pI considered in Section IV-A2. The curves {Yl, l = 2,3, ... } form another optimal tower of curves [2, Remark 3.11] given by the recursive equations Z f-l 1 Yl : Z[ + Zl = q 1 ' l :::: 3; Y 2 := P . z l -l + 1
In geometric terms, the embedding (gl)* implies that the curve Xl is the fiber product of X 2 and Yl over Y 2 = pI, viz. Xl = X 2 XY2 Yl, which in turn implies that the projection g; : Xl --+ Yl shares the main properties of g' = g�. Indeed, we have:
1) The genus of Yl satisfies C; < q� -1 (the exact value is given in [2, Remark 3.8]; note that the notation for lk(Yl) in [2] is Tl -1 ).
2) Let 7rl : Yi -+ Y 2 be the natural projection of degree deg(7rl) = q� -2 . All the points in Sl : = 7r l -l (lF q \M) are IF q-rational and I Sl l = q� -2 (q 6 -qo) = q� -l (qO -1) = nt!(qo + 1).
3) The point 00 E Y 2 = JP' 1 is totally ramified, i.e., 7r l -l (00) = P�,l for a rational point P�,l E Yi. 4) We have (gD -l (Sl) = CtPl) -l (lF q ), I (gD -l (Sl) 1 = nl, and all the points in (gD -l (Sl) are lFq-rational. The degree of the projection g; is deg(gD = qo + 1. The fibers of g; are transversal with those of gl. 5) The degree of X l : Xl --+ JP' 1 equals h : = deg(x l ) = deg(7rl) deg((x l ) 6 2 )) = q� -l .
We obtain the following statement.
Proposition 4.5: There exists a family of q-ary (n, k, r = qo)
LRC codes on the curve Xl, l 2: 2 with the parameters n=nl=q� -1 (q5-1) } k 2: r(t -q� -l + 1)
where t is any integer such that Gl -l ::; t ::; nl -l . Proof Put r = qo, R = 1 and apply the construction of 
C. Asymptotic bounds
Let us compute the asymptotic relation between the pa rameters of LRC codes on the Garcia-Stichtenoth curves constructed above. Letting b = dlnl, R = klnl' l -+ 00 , we obtain (20).
• One of the main results about the classic AG codes is an improvement of the Gilbert-Varshamov (GV) bound starting with q = 49. A GV-type bound for LRC codes was recently obtained in [13] . 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Note that the locality parameter r for q-ary LRC codes obtained from the Garcia-Stichtenoth curves is fixed and is equal to about yIq. Generally one would prefer to construct LRC codes for any given r, or at least for a range of its values. It is possible to modify the construction of this paper to attain small locality (such as, for instance, r = 2 ), while still obtaining code families that improve upon the GV bound (22). This construction will be presented in a longer version of this extended abstract [14] .
